Reduction of visually-induced motion sickness elicited by changes in illumination wavelength.
This experiment was undertaken to assess the degree of stimulus generalization in visually-induced motion sickness. Sixteen subjects participated in six sessions in which they were exposed to a rotating field of vertical stripes for five 4-min trials. This stimulus elicited the perception of self-vection. In the first three sessions, the stripes were illuminated by one monochromatic light (red or green) and in the last three sessions, the stripes were illuminated by the other monochromatic light. Magnitude estimates of motion sickness increased significantly within sessions, but the rate at which this measure increased was significantly diminished across trials in the last three-session block. Magnitude estimates of vection increased within sessions and decreased across sessions, but did not increase with color change. These results can be explained in terms of a model of stimulus generalization and have implications for the reduction of motion sickness in applied settings.